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In my last piece I tried my shot at exposing the Buakaw, and Ramon Dekkers myth. Someone
replied and asked if they weren't the best, than who was?

If you ask Muay Thai fans that question, every top 10 list will be different. These are strictly my
opinion

10 Namsaknoi Yudthagarngamtorn: A long time training partner of Buakaw Por.Pramuk,
Namsaknoi can be credited to some of the success Buakaw got in K-1. Its widely believed and
often said that he dominated Buakaw in training. He held Lumpinee titles at 4 different weight
classes for more than a decade. In 1996 he was voted fighter of the year and for the next 10
years stayed incredibly consistent until he retired to become a trainer. He came back several
times over the last few years, but it finally appears age has caught up with the "Emperor." With
multiple wins over Samkor Keatmontep, and Saenchai Sinbimuaythai formerly known as
Saenchai Sor. Kingstar its impossible for me to leave him off this list. Im unsure of his actual
record, but he rarely lost in the late 90's, and early 2000's. I don't doubt that he won at least
90% of his fights. Which is is phenomenal when you consider even the top Thai's fight 8-12+
times a year.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf6x-4yQ-uc&amp;

On top of being an all time great fighter he has the most beautiful Wai Kru I've ever seen.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VC6_-xhBv54

9 Sangtienoi Sor. Rungrot: "The Deadly Kisser" (He apparently kissed his opponents on the
cheek before he stopped them) was not very fast, nor was he too physically gifted in general,
but he made up for it with amazing heart, and absolutely phenomenal technique. He's known for
his kicks, and knees, but also has good hands, and good elbows, which make him one of the
most complete fighters I've seen in Muay Thai. A long time champion at Rajadamnern Stadium
he made the move to Lumpinee for better competition. Soon after he became lightweight
champion, and beat all the best fighters of that era (90's) which is considered to be the greatest
era of fighters ever. Today Sangtienoi is retired and is not only a trainer, but one of the best
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ambassadors for the sport. His son Moses, though not nearly as good as his father has followed
in his footsteps and is ranked in the top 10 middleweights at Rajadamnern Stadium.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mvsve-Sy6KQ

#8-7 Tomorrow
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